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North Carolina is widely recog-
nized as a hub of international
commerce and “transnational

population movements” (movements
of people from other countries, espe-
cially Mexico and other parts of Latin
America).1 Emblematic of its enlarged
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role in the world economy, the state’s
aggressive efforts to recruit U.S.–based
multinational corporations and to at-
tract direct investment from foreign
companies reportedly harnessed $41
billion in new investment during the
1990s, including $6.1 billion from for-
eign companies.2 Moreover, during the
same decade, large numbers of native-
and foreign-born migrants flocked to
the state to take advantage of the bur-
geoning employment opportunities.3

The state’s jobless rate hovered
around 4 percent for most of the 1990s.
That rate was indicative of a full-

employment economy, one that was
creating far more jobs than there were
people to fill them.4 Under such tight
labor-market conditions, wage rates
typically rise as employers compete for
available workers. That appears to have
happened in North Carolina in the
1990s. Real personal income per capita
(in 2001 dollars) grew from $23,600 at
the beginning of the decade to $27,935
at the end, an 18 percent increase.5

However, the 2000 Census revealed
that the incidence of poverty in North
Carolina also increased during the 
1990s, by 15.5 percent (compared 
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significantly, from 39.9 million people
in 1960 to 25.3 million in 1970, or
from 22.2 percent to 12.5 percent of
the population. 

But these antipoverty programs were
short-lived. The Vietnam War assumed
center stage in the early 1970s, resul-
ting in a redirection of federal re-
sources. Moreover, beginning with the
election of Richard M. Nixon as presi-
dent, poverty began to be seen as a
function of human or personal failings
rather than a structural problem. As a
consequence of these developments,
America’s assault on poverty was sub-
stantially curtailed. The result was an
increase—absolute and relative—in
the size of the poor population, from
25.3 million people in 1970 to 29.3
million in 1980, or from 12.5 percent
to 13.0 percent of the population. 

During the 1980s, political attitudes
toward the poor swung even farther
away from Johnson-era views.13 Both
the Reagan and the (G. H. W.) Bush
administration argued that the poverty
problem, especially its resurgence

Table 1. Poverty Status of the U.S. Population, Selected Years, 1960–2001

Year All People Poor People Percent Poor
(in thous.) (in thous.)

1960 179,503 39,851 22.2

1970 202,183 25,272 12.5

1980 225,027 29,272 13.0

1990 248,644 33,585 13.5

2000 278,944 31,581 11.3

2001 281,475 32,907 11.7

Table 2. Work Status of the U.S. Poor Age 16 and Up, Selected Years, 1980–2001

Worked Year-Round 
Worked Full-Time

Year Total Number Percent Number Percent
(in thous.) (in thous.) (in thous.)

1980 18,892 7,674 40.6 1,644 8.7

1985 21,243 9,008 42.4 1,972 9.3

1990 21,242 8,716 41.0 2,076 9.8

1995 23,077 9,484 41.1 2,418 10.5

2000 20,836 8,425 40.5 2,436 11.7

2001 22,245 8,530 38.3 2,567 11.5
Source for Tables 1 and 2: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Survey, Annual Demographic
Supplements, Poverty and Health Statistics Branch/HHES Div., available at www.census.gov/hhes/poverty/
histpov/ (last visited Mar. 8, 2003).

The Poor in America,
1960–2001

During the 1960s the
prevailing view in
America, in both
political and policy
circles, was that pov-
erty was a structural
problem, character-
ized by racial discrim-
ination and systematic
exclusion in all walks
of life.11 This view led
to the first major fed-
eral efforts after World
War II to address
poverty: the War on
Poverty and the Great
Society programs
launched by President
Lyndon B. Johnson.12

As a consequence of
these programs, the
number of people
living in poverty in the
United States decreased

with a 6.8 percent
increase nationally),
creating what 
some have called a
“poverty paradox.”6

How could pov-
erty increase so
sharply amid such
prosperity?

This article an-
swers that question
by analyzing post-
1990 changes in the
incidence of poverty
and describing cur-
rent manifestations
of poverty in North
Carolina. In this
article, “poverty” is
defined as insuffi-
cient family income
to cover basic needs.7

The article assesses
North Carolina’s
contemporary pov-
erty problem on
three geographic
scales (state, region, and place of 
residence) and on three demographic
dimensions (age, family type, and 
race or ethnicity), using data com-
piled by the U.S. Census Bureau. As
background, it begins with a brief
review of the recent history of the 
poor in America. 

Trends in Poverty in the 
United States

Concerns about America’s poor ebbed
and flowed throughout the twentieth
century, especially in the post-1960
period.8 Before World War II, the
poverty problem received limited public
policy attention, and that attention
abated after the war. Poverty did not
become a priority policy issue again
until the early 1960s.9 Since then, pub-
lic policies implemented to alleviate
poverty in America have ranged from
very liberal to extremely conservative.10

Reflecting this vacillation, the absolute
and relative sizes of the U.S. poor pop-
ulation have fluctuated widely over the
last forty years. (For data on the
poverty status of the U.S. population
for selected years between 1960 and
2001, see Table 1.) 

During the 1960s the
prevailing view in America,
in both political and policy
circles, was that poverty 
was a structural problem,
characterized by racial
discrimination and sys-
tematic exclusion in all 
walks of life.
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during the 1970s, was a product of
1960s-era liberal policy making.14 In their
eyes the federal welfare program—Aid
to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC), in particular—was the culprit.

AFDC, they contended, destroyed
the work ethic, bred long-term depen-
dency, and encouraged a range of other
antisocial or dysfunc-
tional behaviors,
including out-of-
wedlock births, fam-
ily disruption, and
illegal activities re-
volving around
gangs, drug dealing,
and other criminal
activities, especially
in the nation’s
cities.15 The problem,
they asserted, was not material poverty
but moral poverty.16 They also believed
that the antipoverty programs of John-
son’s Great Society had slowed the econ-
omy by sapping taxes from productive
investments that would have spurred
economic growth and job creation.17

To combat these problems and be-
haviors, the Reagan and Bush adminis-
trations severely cut federal spending
on social programs (especially AFDC)
and sought to eliminate government
regulations viewed as crippling indus-
try and private enterprise.18 Their poli-
cies, especially their efforts to deregulate
the business environment, drastically
altered economic opportunities for the
nation’s most disadvantaged citizens,
especially those in U.S. cities.19

In particular, the business policies
accelerated the decline of employment
in highly unionized, high-wage, central-
city manufacturing and accelerated the
flight of capital away from U.S. cities,
toward Third World countries, leaving
behind a substantial population of job-
less or underemployed poor.20 In part
as a function of these effects and in
part as a consequence of cuts in a host
of 1960s-era social programs, the poor
population continued to increase
during the 1980s, reaching 33.6 million,
or 13.5 percent of the U.S. population,
by 1990.

During the 1990s the poor popula-
tion declined for the first time since the
1960s, from 33.6 million (13.5 percent
of the population) at the beginning of

the decade to 31.6 million (11.3 percent
of the population) at the end. This de-
cline occurred despite prognostications
that poverty would increase substan-
tially after the enactment of the most
sweeping welfare reform legislation
since the War on Poverty—the Personal
Responsibility and Work Opportunity 

Reconciliation Act of
1996 (PRWORA).21

An effort to re-
spond to past criti-
cisms of the social
welfare system,
PRWORA was in-
tended to reduce de-
pendency on welfare
by imposing time
limits on receipt of
welfare.22 However,

reflecting the structural view about the
underlying causes of poverty, it also
provided a range of supports designed
to encourage and facilitate the transition
to work for former welfare recipients.
Thus, in contrast to the liberal policies
of the 1960s and the conservative

policies of the 1980s, this legislation was
decidedly centrist, representing a carrot-
and-stick approach (welfare incentives
and supports combined with welfare
time limits) to alleviating poverty.23

The successful implementation of
the reforms in the 1996 legislation was
aided tremendously by the decade-long
economic boom, which created a large
number of entry-level jobs that matched
the skill levels of the long-term welfare-
dependent population.24 But the recent
economic downturn has adversely
affected the federal government’s effort
to move former welfare recipients to
the world of work, as well as the struc-
ture of employment opportunities in
the U.S. economy more generally,
especially for workers with few skills.25

Because of the massive layoffs spawned
by corporate scandals and business
failures, the U.S. poor population in-
creased by 1.3 million in 2000, bringing
the total to 32.9 million in 2001. As a
result, the share of the U.S. population
that was poor increased from 11.3 per-
cent in 2000 to 11.7 percent in 2001.

Because of the massive 
layoffs spawned by corporate
scandals and business
failures, the U.S. poor popu-
lation increased by 1.3
million in 2000, bringing the
total to 32.9 million in 2001.
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Figure 1. The Changing Profile of the U.S. Poor, 1960–2001

*The absolute number of poor people not in families.
‡The absolute number of poor people.
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Survey, Annual Demographic Supplements, Poverty and
Health Statistics Branch/HHES Div., available at www.census.gov/hhes/poverty/histpov/ (last visited Mar. 8, 2003).
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Figures 2–6. Distribution of the U.S. Poor 

*Across Figures 2–6, totals vary because the statistics are for different poverty indicators and often data for one or
more of the years in the time intervals are missing.
‡Data on male-headed households were not available for 1970–74.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Survey, Annual Demographic Supplements, Poverty and
Health Statistics Branch/HHES Div., available at www.census.gov/hhes/poverty/histpov/ (last visited Mar. 8, 2003).

Uneven Effects of Past Efforts to
Alleviate Poverty

Despite the fluctuations in the absolute
and relative sizes of the U.S. poverty
population over the last forty years,
there were 6.9 million fewer poor people
in the U.S. in 2001 than there were in
1960. This absolute decline occurred in
the midst of a 56.8 percent increase in
the total U.S. population—from 179.5
million in 1960 to 281.5 million in 2001.

But past efforts to alleviate poverty
in the United States have been unevenly
distributed, resulting in major shifts in
both the demographic composition and
the geographic distribution of the poor.
Significant inroads have been made
with some groups and in some areas,
but major challenges remain with other
groups and in other areas (see Figure 1,
page 16).

In 2001 there were 11.3 million
fewer poor people living in families,
1.5 million fewer poor families, 6.5
million fewer individual poor people
(the absolute number), 5.7 million fewer
poor whites, 1.8 million fewer poor
blacks, 5.8 million fewer poor children
(people younger than eighteen), 2.1
million fewer poor elderly (people
sixty-five and older), 5.6 million fewer
poor southerners, and 14.2 million
fewer nonmetropolitan poor people in
the United States than there were forty
years earlier. (“Nonmetropolitan” in-
cludes “exurban,” referring to counties
outside a metropolitan area but about
to be annexed because of urban sprawl,
and “rural,” referring to counties that
are geographically removed from a
metropolitan area). However, there
were 4.2 million more poor people in
female-headed households, 4.3 million
more poor unrelated individuals (peo-
ple not living in families), 1.6 million
more poor female-headed families (as
defined by the Census Bureau), 5.5 mil-
lion more poor Hispanics, 1.3 million
more poor people of working age
(18–64 years old), 8.3 million more
poor people living in metropolitan
areas (including 2.9 million in central
cities and 5.4 million in suburbs), and
4.2 million more poor people in the
West than there were in 1960. (For
profiles of two North Carolinians
trying to alleviate poverty for selected
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groups, see the sidebars on this page
and page 22.)

Undergirding these statistics are five
shifts that have transformed the face of
poverty in the United States over the last
forty years. The first shift is the decline
of the South’s share of the U.S. poor and
the concomitant increase in the West’s
share (see Figure 2, page 17). In the

early 1970s, close to half of the nation’s
poor was concentrated in the South.
Thirty years later the South’s share of
U.S. poverty had decreased to 40 per-
cent. As the South’s share declined,
though, the West’s share increased,
from 16 percent in 1971 to 24 percent
in 2001. As explained later, this shift
was due in part to the influx of poor
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For the Reverend David Moore,
head of the Metropolitan Housing
Community Development

Corporation (MHCDC) in Washington,
North Carolina, affordable housing for
low-income seniors is a no-brainer.
Having worked and paid taxes most of
their lives, many of these seniors now
depend on monthly Social Security
payments of less than $1,000. A “de-
cent” one-bedroom apartment, though
—one with central heat and air condi-
tioning, in a clean, safe neighborhood
—can easily eat up half that.

In 1996, when MHCDC built Metro
Arms, a twelve-unit development for
seniors in Washington, “it filled over-
night,” Moore recalls. Now MHCDC
operates six developments—179 units
in all—for elderly renters, who gen-
erally pay less than $100 per month.

MHCDC’s developments are new
and energy-efficient, so utility costs
generally are lower than average. They
offer laundry facilities, transportation
services, a community of other seniors,
and a management staff who can check
on residents daily. In addition, Moore
says, the apartments are well built, at-
tractive, and designed “so you can get
from the bedroom to the living room
with the least amount of resistance.”

“If I can’t do all that, then I haven’t
succeeded,” he says. Moore also is pas-
tor of Metropolitan AME Zion Church in
Washington, and it was under his
leadership that the church formed
MHCDC in 1990 to serve low-income
residents of Beaufort, Pamlico, and
Hyde counties. It has since expanded
to much of eastern North Carolina and
parts of Virginia and South Carolina
and operates a small business center, a
soup kitchen, and a homeless shelter.

Also, two incorporated agencies got
their start under MHCDC’s leadership:
Metropolitan Community Health Ser-
vices, a rural health clinic, and Metro-
politan Community Credit Union. 

Of the five-hundred-plus units of
special needs housing built by MHCDC,
housing for seniors accounts for more
than a third. Financing comes from
Section 202 senior citizen housing funds,
administered by the U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD). The funds pay for land, con-
struction, rent subsidies, maintenance,
and management fees. Obtaining such
financing is extremely competitive;
each year HUD approves funding for
only about a hundred units for all of
North Carolina.

“If we had five thousand units,
they’d be filled in less than a month.
The need is crucial, and the problem
will not be solved by HUD’s yearly
allocations,” Moore says. “Affordable
housing could and should be so much
easier. Everyone realizes there’s a need.
This is not rocket science. You don’t
have to have a Ph.D. in houseology. All
you’ve got to do is care.”

—Eleanor Howe

Putting Perspectives to Work

David Moore: Man of the Affordable House

Hispanic immigrants into the United
States over the last three decades, most
of whom settled—at least initially—in
the Southwest.26 Throughout this
period the Northeast’s and the Mid-
west’s shares of the nation’s poor re-
mained relatively stable—in the 17–23
percent range in both regions. 

Changes in the types of commu-
nities in which the nation’s poor reside
constitute the second shift. As the
United States has become more
urbanized, so has the poor population.
In the mid-1960s, almost half of the
nation’s poor resided in nonmetro-
politan areas (see Figure 3, page 17).
By 2001, only 22 percent resided in
such areas. Today a majority of the
U.S. poor live in metropolitan areas,
with significant concentrations both
inside and outside central cities. 

The third shift occurred in the age
composition of the U.S. poor. In gen-
eral, the shares of the U.S. poor under
age eighteen and over age sixty-five de-
creased, while the share of the U.S. poor
age eighteen to sixty-four increased
sharply (see Figure 4, page 17).
Historically, poverty among people of
prime working age was primarily due
to their not having jobs. However, as
the U.S. economy has been structurally
transformed from goods production to
service provision, a growing contingent
of the U.S. labor force constitutes the
“working poor” (see Table 2, page
15).27 Skill deficits or other constraints
(for example, lack of affordable child
care, inferior public school education,
lack of economic opportunities in close
proximity, and employer bias) have
relegated these people to part-time 
jobs that are mainly in the service
sector of the U.S. economy, or to full-
time jobs that pay wages below the
poverty level, provide few (if any)
benefits, and offer no prospects for
upward mobility.

The family types in which the poor
find themselves reflect the fourth major
shift. Poverty among all families de-
clined by 18 percent over the last forty
years, but poverty has become less con-
centrated in families headed by married
couples and more concentrated in
female-headed families. The latter type
accounted for half of all family poverty
in 2001 (see Figure 5, page 17). This
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net growth in North Carolina
poverty during the 1990s?

3. What effect did absolute and net
changes in the size of the poor
population have on poverty rates in
North Carolina?

To answer these questions, the 
next sections assess North Carolina
poverty through the same lenses as in
earlier sections regarding U.S. poverty:
region, place of residence, age, family
type, and race/ethnicity (see Table 3,
page 20).

Changes in the Incidence of Poverty
With regard to region, the greatest
increase in the incidence of poverty
occurred in the Piedmont (25.2 per-
cent), which had nearly 90,000 more
poor people in 2000 than in 1990 (see
Figure 8, page 21). Characterized as
the technology zone and the higher
education hub of North Carolina, this
region experienced most of the state’s
total population and employment
growth during the 1990s. That sug-
gests that some of the poverty was
imported from outside the region.31

In terms of place of residence,
poverty increased more rapidly in
metropolitan areas (by nearly 105,000,
or 22.5 percent) than in nonmetropoli-
tan areas (by almost 24,000, or 6.6
percent; see Figure 9, page 21, and
Table 3, page 20). Only one of the
state’s metropolitan areas (Fayetteville)
experienced an absolute decline in the
incidence of poverty during the 1990s,
and even there, the decline was very
small (– 104, or – 0.3 percent) (see
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Figure 7. Change in Poverty Rates of the U.S., the South, and North Carolina,
1980–2001

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Survey, Annual Demographic Supplements, Poverty and
Health Statistics Branch/HHES Div., available at www.census.gov/hhes/poverty/histpov/ (last visited Mar. 8, 2003).

shift has been termed the “feminization
of poverty.”28

Changes in the racial and ethnic com-
plexion of the nation’s poor population
constitute the fifth shift. Heightened
immigration—legal and illegal—from
Mexico, other parts of Latin America,
and Southeast Asia is principally re-
sponsible for the increasing diversity of
the nation’s poor.29 The white share
declined from 70 percent in the mid-
1960s to 46 percent in 2000–01 (see
Figure 6, page 17). During this period
the black share declined from 30
percent to 25 percent. These declines
have been offset by increases among
immigrant groups, especially Hispanics.
Since the early 1970s, the Hispanic
share of the nation’s poor has grown
from 11 percent to nearly 25 percent.
This shift explains, at least in part, the
growing concentration of the nation’s
poor in the West.30

The Contemporary Face of
Poverty in North Carolina

The contemporary face of poverty in
North Carolina reflects, in many ways,
the geographic and demographic
changes that have occurred at the
national level over the last forty years.
Since the early 1980s, North Carolina
poverty rates have roughly paralleled
national rates (see Figure 7). The rates
for the state and the nation have been
consistently lower than those for the
South. In 2000 the state’s poverty rate
(12.3 percent) was not significantly
different from the nation’s rate (12.4
percent), but it was much lower than
the South’s rate (13.9 percent) (see
Table 3, page 20). However, the inci-
dence of poverty increased much more
rapidly in North Carolina (15.5 per-
cent) than it did nationally (7.4 per-
cent) and in the South (3.9 percent)
during the 1990s.

Three questions probe the sources
of this rapid growth in North Caro-
lina’s poor population: 

1. In what regions of the state, and
among which demographic sub-
groups, did the incidence of poverty
increase most rapidly during the
1990s?

2. What accounts for or explains the

Table 3, page 20). Among the re-
maining ten metropolitan areas, two
experienced increases in the number of
poor people in the 20–29 percent range
(Jacksonville and Charlotte), two in
the 30–39 percent range (Asheville and
Greensboro), and three in the 60–80
percent range (Raleigh, Hickory, and
Wilmington).32 Within the state’s met-
ropolitan areas, the relative increases
in the incidence of poverty were similar
in central city (22.9 percent) and
suburban (21.7 percent) counties, but
the absolute increase was much greater
in the former (about 68,000) than in
the latter (nearly 37,000).

In terms of age, poverty increased
most rapidly, on both an absolute and
a relative basis, among 18–64 year
olds—by nearly 120,000, or 29.5
percent (see Figure 10, page 21). By
comparison, youth poverty increased
by about 38,000, or 14.0 percent,
while poverty among the state’s elderly
actually decreased by about 26,000, or
17.6 percent.

With regard to family type, male-
headed households with no spouse
present experienced the greatest rela-
tive increase in the incidence of poverty
during the 1990s (125.7 percent, or
nearly 38,000) (see Table 3, page 20).
However, the greatest absolute increase
occurred among female-headed
households with no spouse present
(almost 42,000, or 13.8 percent). This
is consistent with the feminization of
poverty observed nationally.33

In terms of race or ethnicity, the
incidence of poverty grew most rapidly
among Hispanics (see Figure 11, page
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Table 3. Profile of the North Carolina Poor, 1990–2000

All Income Below Poverty Percent Below Poverty Population Percent Change,
Levels, 2000 Level, 2000 Poverty Level, 2000 Change, 1990–2000 1990–2000

United States 273,882,232 34,087,251 12.4 2,344,387 7.4

South 97,437,335 13,569,265 13.9 503,971 3.9

North Carolina 7,805,328 958,667 12.3 128,809 15.5

By Region
Tidewater 589,450 81,277 3.8 6,295 8.4
Coastal Plains 1,709,377 287,515 16.8 19,408 7.2
Piedmont 4,292,267 445,859 10.4 89,845 25.2
Mountain 1,214,234 144,016 11.9 13,261 10.1

By Place of Residence
Metropolitan 5,268,243 572,340 10.9 104,979 22.5

Central City 3,358,845 365,407 10.9 68,102 22.9
Suburban 1,909,398 206,933 10.8 36,877 21.7

Nonmetropolitan 2,537,085 386,327 15.2 23,830 6.6
Exurban* 1,981,554 297,966 15.0 22,237 8.1
Rural 555,531 88,361 15.9 1,593 1.8

By Specific Metropolitan 
Statistical Area
Asheville 219,147 25,800 11.8 6,437 33.2
Charlotte 1,468,447 137,215 9.3 28,117 25.8
Fayetteville 284,529 36,391 12.8 – 104 – 0.3
Goldsboro 109,083 15,097 13.8 N/A N/A
Greensboro 1,220,586 127,104 10.4 35,575 38.9
Greenville 127,835 26,001 20.3 N/A N/A
Hickory 334,747 32,802 9.8 14,475 79.0
Jacksonville 131,038 16,917 12.9 2,967 21.3
Raleigh 1,146,182 117,472 10.2 45,724 63.7
Rocky Mount 139,952 22,161 15.8 N/A N/A
Wilmington 228,902 29,540 12.9 13,171 80.5

By Age
Under 18 1,932,359 311,053 16.1 38,130 14.0
18–64 4,948,841 525,366 10.6 119,812 29.5
65 and up 924,128 122,248 13.2 – 26,133 – 17.6

By Family Type
Married Couple–

Headed Household 5,091,093 273,695 5.4 20,091 7.9
Male-Headed Household 369,095 68,025 18.4 37,886 125.7
Female-Headed Household 1,147,144 344,146 30.0 41,828 13.8

By Race and Ethnicity
White 5,651,390 477,510 8.4 58,031 13.8
Black 1,657,228 379,349 22.9 2,240 0.6
Asian/Pacific Islander 111,101 11,403 10.3 4,190 58.1
Hispanic 361,827 91,076 25.2 79,034 656.3
White Non-Hispanic 5,501,865 444,465 8.1 N/A N/A

N/A = Not available.
*“Exurban” refers to counties on the periphery of a metropolitan area.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census 2002 Summary File 3 (SF 3), 1990 Summary Tape File 1 (STF 1), available at factfinder.census.gov/servlet/DatasetMainPageServlet?
_lang=en (last visited Mar. 8, 2003).



21). Statistics from the 2000 Census
reveal that the state’s Hispanic popu-
lation increased by nearly 400 percent,
or 302,000, during the 1990s. Poverty
among this group grew much more
rapidly, increasing by 656.3 percent, or
about 79,000. The state’s Asian/Pacific
Islander population experienced a 58.1
percent increase in poverty, but the
absolute numbers were small (nearly
4,200). The relative increase in the
incidence of poverty among both
whites (13.8 percent) and blacks (0.6
percent) during the 1990s was below
the statewide average (15.5 percent). 

Net Growth in Poverty
In 2000, North Carolina had almost
129,000, or 16 percent, more poor
people than it had in 1990. Geograph-
ically, large absolute increases in the
state’s Piedmont region (nearly 90,000),
metropolitan areas (almost 105,000),
and central-city areas (about 68,000)
were responsible for 70 percent, 81
percent, and 53 percent of this net
growth, respectively. (The numbers do
not total 100 percent because the geo-
graphic categories overlap. For example,
the Piedmont numbers include data on
some of the metropolitan areas.)

In terms of specific metropolitan
areas, absolute increases in the poor
populations in Raleigh–Durham–Chapel
Hill, Greensboro–Winston-Salem–High
Point, and Charlotte–Gastonia–Rock
Hill (S.C.) together accounted for 86
percent of the state’s net growth in
poverty during the 1990s.

Demographically, Hispanics (61 per-
cent) and individuals in male-headed
(29 percent) and female-headed (33
percent) households accounted for a
majority of North Carolina’s net
growth in poverty during the 1990s. 

Effect on Poverty Rates
In general, the highest poverty rates in
2000 were not in the communities in
which the greatest increases in the in-
cidence of poverty were registered
during the 1990s. For example, poverty
rates were higher in the Tidewater
(13.8 percent), Coastal Plains (16.8
percent), and Mountain (11.9 percent)
regions than in the Piedmont (10.4
percent), the region experiencing the
greatest absolute growth in poverty.
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*“Exurban“refers to counties on the periphery of a metropolitan area.
‡Data on Hispanics and Asians were not available for 1970 and 1980.

Source: North Carolina State Data Center, available at http://sdc.state.nc.us (last visited Mar. 8, 2003).

Figures 8–11. Distribution of the North Carolina Poor, 1970–2000

under age eighteen? A substantial 
proportion of the state’s youth live in
single-parent households, which are
more likely to be poor than married-
couple households. In fact, female-
headed households with children under
age six had the highest poverty rate 
of any demographic subgroup in the
state in 2000 (48.4 percent).35 In 
some neighborhoods in the state’s
metropolitan areas, the poverty rate
for this demographic subgroup
exceeded 70 percent.

What accounts for the high poverty
rate among the state’s elderly? A signif-
icant percentage of this demographic
subgroup may have no pension or other
safety net for their retirement years.
This situation is especially problematic
for elderly widows and widowers.

In terms of race or ethnicity, the
poverty rate was higher among blacks

Poverty rates also were higher in
nonmetropolitan areas (15.2 percent)
than they were in metropolitan areas
(10.9 percent). Demographically,
poverty rates were higher for the
under-eighteen (16.1 percent) and
sixty-five-and-older (13.2 percent) age
cohorts than for the eighteen-to-sixty-
four cohort (10.6 percent), even though
poverty grew most rapidly during the
1990s among the latter group.34

Why is this the case? Because the
areas (the Piedmont and the metropol-
itan areas) and the age cohort (18–64)
that registered the greatest absolute
increases in poverty also experienced
rapid growth in their nonpoor popula-
tions during the 1990s. Statistically
this influx had the effect of lowering
their poverty rates. 

Why is there a high poverty rate
among North Carolina’s population
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(22.9 percent) than among whites (8.4
percent). However, Hispanics—the
state’s fastest-growing population—
registered the highest poverty rate in
2000 (25.2 percent).36 Given North
Carolina’s booming economy for most
of the 1990s, employers’ increasing
aversion to hiring black workers is
probably responsible for the persis-
tently high poverty rate among blacks.
(Research shows that employers per-
ceive blacks, especially males, to be lazy,
inarticulate, untrustworthy, and dan-
gerous.)37 For Hispanics, whom em-
ployers perceive to be far more reliable
and trustworthy than black and other
native workers, the poverty rate was
high primarily because they filled many
of the low-wage jobs in the North
Carolina economy during the 1990s.38

Conclusion

Contemporary poverty in North Caro-
lina reflects trends occurring nationally
over the past forty years: the urbaniza-
tion of the poor, the feminization of
poverty, and the growing diversity of
the poor, which is driven by immigra-
tion, especially from Mexico and other
parts of Latin America. Continuing
their historical trend, poverty rates
remain high in the state’s nonmetro-
politan areas, but during the 1990s the
greatest absolute gains occurred in the
state’s metropolitan communities.
Poverty rates remained relatively low
in these areas, though, because the
areas were magnets for both poor and
nonpoor population growth. 

The Piedmont region and the state’s
metropolitan areas were magnets be-
cause of the state’s job growth, which
also was concentrated in these areas
during the 1990s. Despite overall
poverty rates that were lower than the
statewide rate, the poverty rates for
Hispanics, blacks, and female heads of
household in the Piedmont and metro-
politan areas were much higher. Poverty
grew among these demographic groups
in part because many of the jobs created
during the 1990s were temporary and
part-time positions in the service sector.
Many of these jobs were filled by His-
panic newcomers, who were specifically
recruited by employers to fill jobs in
the low-wage sector, and by former
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When the Latino Community
Credit Union opened in Dur-
ham, North Carolina, three

years ago, Ivan Parra remembers,“it
took us a long time to get people com-
fortable to use an ATM. Culturally we
Latinos prefer to relate more to people
than machines, so it was a process of ed-
ucating people that it’s okay and safe.”

To Parra this cultural disconnect is
one of the biggest barriers to building
assets among the state’s growing Latino
population, and he has worked hard to
bridge that divide. For seven years he
was director of El Centro Hispano, a
Durham-based social service and advo-
cacy agency for Latinos that helped
found the credit union in partnership
with the State Employees Credit Union,
the North Carolina Minority Support
Center, and Self-Help, a statewide com-
munity development lender. 

In 1995 Parra immigrated from Bo-
gota, Colombia, with his wife, a native
of Dunn, North Carolina, to be closer
to her family. With a degree in family
therapy and experience working in a
community nonprofit agency in one of
Bogota’s poorest neighborhoods, Parra
accepted an Americorps position with
Catholic Social Ministries. Local Catho-
lic and Episcopal churches had just
started El Centro Hispano, and it needed
some leadership. Parra’s supervisor in
Americorps (a national service program)
assigned Parra to the job. 

Early this year he resigned to become
director of the new Latino Community
Development Center. A major goal of
this statewide organization is to help
the Latino Community Credit Union,
which is based in Durham and has

branches in Charlotte and Raleigh,
grow throughout North Carolina while
strengthening grassroots Latino organi-
zations across the state. 

For its mostly low-income Latino
members, the credit union provides
“the tools they need to access the fi-
nancial system,” Parra says. In Latin
America, financial transactions often
are based on cash or take place in co-
operatívas (similar to credit unions).
Banks are seen as the preserve of the
wealthy, or a high risk, given the re-
gion’s historically unstable governments
and economies.

“This attitude is transferred when
people come to the United States,”
Parra says. “That’s why financial edu-
cation is so important.” It is difficult to
navigate a system one doesn’t under-
stand. People used to living month to
month don’t easily grasp the need for
long-term planning, he adds, and many
need to develop “a culture of savings.”

Because few credit union members
have much formal education or are fluent
in English, classes in personal finance—
from writing a check to buying a house
—are taught at a rudimentary level,
using the English-as-a-second-language
approach, with a lot of role-playing.

Members with no credit history may
obtain loans of around $500. When
they repay the loan, that is reported to
the credit bureau, and “then they can
do things like rent apartments that
would have been denied them, or buy
a car at a lower interest rate, or even
qualify for a mortgage,” Parra explains.
“People don’t realize all the alternatives
that are accessible to them.”

—Eleanor Howe

Putting Perspectives to Work

Ivan Parra: An Asset to the Latino Community
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welfare recipients (mainly female heads
of household), who were forced into
the world of work by the 1996 welfare
reforms (explained earlier).39 Although
black poverty did not increase substan-
tially in absolute terms, the rate re-
mained high in part because of the
negative stereotypical prism through
which employers viewed the unskilled
and semi-skilled, especially those with
a prior brush with the law.40
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24 p o p u l a r  g ov e r n m e n t

Nominate Your 
Favorite Institute of
Government Teacher

Public officials who have
participated in Institute of
Government schools or

courses are encouraged to nomi-
nate Institute faculty members for
the Albert and Gladys Hall Coates
Term Professorship for Teaching
Excellence. The award honors a
member of the Institute of Govern-
ment faculty for excellence in
teaching. The recipient, selected
biennially, receives a stipend of
$5,000 per year plus expenses
during the two-year term. 

All Institute faculty members
except the director, the associate
directors, holders of permanent
chairs, and prior recipients of the
award are eligible for nomination.
Additional information and nomi-
nation forms may be obtained 
from the Institute’s website,
www.sog.unc.edu/award, or by
contacting John L. Saxon,
telephone (919) 966-4289, e-mail
saxon@iogmail.iog.unc.edu.


